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Zoomlion Agriculture Machinery Co., Ltd. is part of Zoomlion Heavy Industry 
Science&Technology Co., Ltd. Established in 2010, Zoomlion Heavy Machinery Co., 
Ltd. is dedicated to agricultural machinery R&D, manufacturing and distribution. At 
present, we have more than 10 product lines, over 50 product platforms, and above 
750 product types, including tractors, harvesters, dryers, and cash crop machinery,etc. 
We are the first in China to provide one-stop solutions for modern agriculture which 
covers full chain manufacturing process. As the company strategy, in the next 5 
years, we are devoted to intelligent agriculture equipment, smart agriculture 
management system and modern agriculture technical service development.

R&D is the DNA of Zoomlion group. We have established a multi-level international 
R&D network, we have 4 R&D centers in China focusing on product development, 
2 R&D centers in China focusing on fundamental technology and AI-based smart 
technology, and 1 R&D center in USA working on industrial frontier technology.

Our overseas business has expanded to 26 countries and our networks cover Asia, 
Europe, South America and Africa. Our strategy in overseas market is to consolidate 
the network by developing professional high profile partners; to re-organize global 
supply chain by localization with local partners; to enrich our product portfolio in 
order to improve partner competition position.

Welcome to join the Agriculture Machinery Business!
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RD SERIES
25HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RD254-A

3300×1475×1860

1639

1455

300

National Emission Standard II

18.4

≤248

Dry type, independent control double action

8F + 8R shuttle shift

Dry type, shoe type

6.0-16/9.5-24

Lifting device with partial separated units

≥4.2

Position adjustment and floating control

2 groups

Three-point rear suspension, Type I

6.3

540/1000

Safety shelf / safety sheld + sunshade

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kW•h

/

/

/

/

/

KN

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (length × width × height)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Strong configuration and power
It is equipped with quality National Emission Standard II engine, with strong power, high reliability and large torque reserve coefficient.
8F + 8R shuttle type gear (8F + 2R is for your option) is adopted for the gearbox, with reasonable speed matching, high operation efficiency and favorable fuel 
economic efficiency.
Reforced front drive axle with robust bearing capacity and high reliability.
Full hydraulic steering system enabling convenient and flexibly operation.
Instrument cluster: Tachometer, hour meter, electric quantity, oil amount and pressure display.

Excellent function and wide application
Wide matching scope: the enhanced double-speed shift sleeve power output can adapt to different machines;
Meet the need of wide wheelbase operation: the rear wheel is stepless, adjustable up to 1460 mm;
Create greater economic benefits for users: the tractor features with rich configuration,high reliability and operation efficiency.

Easy and simple use and maintenance
The whole tractor has high reliability and low average failure rate.
External distributor hydraulic lifting device enables convenient use and maintenance.
Optimized ergonomics design brings you with more comfortable driving experience.
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RK SERIES
40-50HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RK404-A

3980×1650×2620

1990

2190

320

29.4

≤245

8.3-20/12.4-28

≥7.4

2 groups

8.5

540/760, optional 540/1000

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kW•h

/

/

/

/

/

KN

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L× W × H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Powerful & reliable
Brand-name and high-quality engine of National Emission Standard II is selected, which is powerful, reliable and economical.
The 10-inch double-acting clutch that works independently is applied, which is made of imported friction material, with large torque reserve coefficient and high 
reliability.
The shifting yoke is more reliable with longer service life since inblock cast is applied.

Comfortable driving & easy operation
The 12F+12R shuttle shift is smoother and more comfortable, which improves the continuous shifting and thus the efficiency.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
The enhanced two-speed power output can be matched with more machines and tools to meet the needs of various operations.
The semi-partition lifter can work better with force-position control.
The rear track is adjustable to meet various agronomic requirements.
The fuel tank of large capacity works more efficiently.
The whole machine is tightly sealed without “three leaks”.

Upgraded items of the product
The drive axle is improved from floating oil seal to box-type oil seal; the oil seal of key parts of the transmission system, such as half shaft, power take-off shaft 
is improved to NAK box-type oil seal for better sealing.

RK454-A

3980×1650×2130

1990

2335

320

33.1

≤243

8.3-20/12.4-28

≥8.3

2 groups

12

540/1000

RK504-A

3980×1650×2620

1990

2190

320

36.8

≤242

8.3-20/12.4-28, 8.3-20/14.9-28

L

≥8.8

2 groups

12.5

540/760, optional 540/1000

RK504

3980×1750×2520

1990

2335

320

36.8

≤242

8.3-20/12.4-28, 8.3-20/14.9-28

≥8.8

2 groups

12.5

540/760, optional 540/1000

RK454

3980×1750×2130

1990

2335

320

National Emission Standard II

33.1

≤243

Dry type, independent control double action

12F+12R shuttle shift (side control)

Wet and disc

8.3-20/12.4-28

Lifting device with partial separated units

≥8.3

The force position can be independently adjusted and floating controlled

2 groups

Three-point rear suspension, Class II

12

540/1000

Safety shelf / safety sheld + sunshade / Cab equipped with heater / air conditioner 
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RK SERIES
55-70HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kW•h

/

/

/

/

/

KN

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L× W × H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Powerful & reliable
Brand-name and high-quality engine of National Emission Standard II is selected, which is powerful, reliable and economical;
The double-acting clutch that works independently is applied, which is made of imported friction material, with large torque reserve coefficient and high reliability;
The enhanced chassis provides better reliability and service life;
The waterproof wiring harness makes the machine more suitable for paddy operation.

Comfortable driving & easy operation
The 12F+12R shuttle shift is smoother and more comfortable, which improves the continuous shifting and thus the efficiency.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
The enhanced double-speed power output can be matched with more machines and tools to meet the needs of various operations.
The semi-partition lifter can work better with force-position control;
The rear track is adjustable to meet various agronomic requirements;
The fuel tank of large capacity works more efficiently;
The whole machine is tightly sealed without “three leaks”.

Upgraded items of the product
The drive axle is improved from floating oil seal to box-type oil seal; the oil seal of key parts of the transmission system, such as half shaft, power take-off shaft 
is improved to NAK box-type oil seal for better sealing.

RK554-A

4030×1728×2620

2040

2385

355

National Emission Standard II

40.4

≤240

Dry type, independent control double action

12F+12R shuttle shift (side control)

Wet and disc type

9.5-20/12.4-32, 8.3-24/14.9-30 middle-pattern tyre

Lifting device with partial separated units

≥10.2

Independent force position adjustment and floating control

2 groups

Three-point rear suspension, Class II

13

540/760

Safety shelf + sunshade

RK704-A

4030×1728×2840

2040

2385

355

National Emission Standard II

51.5

≤238

Dry type, independent control double action

12F+12R shuttle shift (side control)

Wet and disc type

Lifting device with partial separated units

≥15

Independent force position adjustment and floating control

2 groups

Three-point rear suspension, Class II

14

540/760

Safety shelf + sunshade
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RX SERIES
80HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RX804-A

4200×1800×2900

2070

2800

380/420

National Emission Standard III

59

240

Double acting

12F+12R

Disc, wet, mechanical control

Semi-partition/ pusher type lifting device

16

Floating control, force control, position control

2 groups

Class II

13

540/760

Safety shelf

RX804

4200×1800×2830

2070

3000

380/420

National Emission Standard III

59

240

Double acting

12F+12R

Disc, wet, mechanical control

Semi-partition/ pusher type lifting device

16

Floating control, force control, position control

2 groups

Class II

13

540/760

Air - conditioned cab

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kW•h

/

/

/

/

/

KN

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (length × width × height)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

New in shape, comfortable in driving
The high-pressure common rail engine has strong power, low fuel consumption and high reliability, with large torque reserve, 10% higher than similar products.
The braking and clutch shafts is fitted with high-quality anti-wear and self-lubricating shaft bush to effectively prevent rust, make it smooth and in place, and ensure 
easier clutch stepping and braking.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
The whole vehicle adopts waterproof front axle and wire harness, which brings super performance of waterproof and dustproof, and can be operated both in paddy 
and dry fields.
The transmission system of chassis is optimized to enhance reliability, and the drive half shaft is thickened to increase its bearing capacity by 20%; imported 
combined oil seal of high quality and high grade is fitted in key parts to make the chassis better sealed to completely solve the sealing problems of power output and 
drive shaft; short braking distance makes operation safe and reliable.
Two sets of hydraulic output is more adaptable, which can meet the requirements of disc harrow, rotary cultivator and other operations.

Comfortable driving & easy operation
The high-quality hydraulic steering gear is adopted to make its turning radius only 4.2m, the smallest among similar models, and the turning is more flexible to reduce 
the reversal to improve efficiency.
The up-to-date third-generation body with streamlined hood is adopted, which is characterized by large air intake, good heat dissipation, compact structure and better 
vision; the model of "split type" hood is more artistic, and it can be disassembled and assembled separately for more convenient maintenance.
The cab is humanized designed and can be equipped with high-end air conditioner with fast & good refrigeration to effectively improve the driving comfort.

9.5-24 paddy field/ 14.9-30 paddy field  ,  9.5-24 paddy field/ 11-32paddy field
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RC SERIES
90-110HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RC904-A

4382×2083×2810

2193.5

3550

415

66.2

≤225

16F+8R

28.5

safety shelf and sunshade

RC1104-A

4382×2083×2810

2193.5

3550

415

81

≤225

16F+8R

28.5

safety shelf and sunshade

RC1104

4382×2083×2810

2193.5

3800

415

81

≤225

16F+8R

28.5

Cab equipped with air conditioner

RC904

4382×2083×2810

2193.5

3800

415

66.2

≤225

16F+8R

28.5

Cab equipped with air conditioner

National Emission Standard II

Dry type, independent control double action

Wet and disc of single disk

12.4-24/16.9-34

Split type

Position adjustment and floating control

2 sets of hydraulic output

Three-point rear suspension, Class II

760/850, optional 760/1000, 540/1000, 540/760

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kw•h

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L × W× H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Powerful & reliable
Brand-name and high-quality four-cylinder engine.
The torque reserve coefficient of the independently operated reinforced double-acting clutch is larger and more reliable.
Gear 16F+8R is equipped for the gearbox, which can be switched to the required working speed of various operations with high efficiency.
The transmission gear is made of upgraded material and adopts gear grinding technology, which is more reliable.
The shifting yoke of gearbox is more reliable with longer service life since inblock cast is applied.
Comfortable driving & easy operation.
Side control and meshing sleeve shift are applied for easy operation.
Full hydraulic steering system enabling convenient and flexibly operation.
The appearance is designed to be streamlined, which is elegant with wider work view.
Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
The enhanced two-speed power output can be matched with more machines and tools to meet the needs of various operations.
The pusher type lifer with double oil cylinder is adopted for more powerful lifting and better operation.
Two sets of hydraulic output is more adaptable, which can meet the requirements of folding harrow, reversible plow and other operations.

Upgraded items of the product
The reverse gear of RC gearbox structure is optimized to the structure of double idler, thus the clash is obviously reduced.
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RS SERIES
160HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RS1604-F

5200×2435×3250

2640

5455

520

National Emission Standard III

117.6/132.3

≤220

Double acting

16F+8R

Wet and disc

14.9-26/18.4-38

Split type

39.6
Position control, floating control, 

electronic lift control system is optional
2 sets of hydraulic output, 

and 3 sets of hydraulic output is optional
80

 Three-point rear suspension, Type III

38.5

760/850, optional 540/1000, 540/760

Air - conditioned cab

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kW

g/kW•h

/

/

/

/

/

kN

/

/

L/min

/

kN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L × W× H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Maximum flow rate of hydraulic output

Hydraulic hitch

Rated traction

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Powerful & reliable
Brand-name and high-quality six-cylinder high-pressure 
common rail engine is powerful and economical; two-stage 
filtering of oil and paper is adopted for air filter which has good 
filtering effect and avoids early wear.
The enhanced independently controlled 14-inch double-acting 
clutch is made of high-end wear-resistant material with large 
torque reserve; the forced cooling lubrication can effectively 
prevent transmission system from high temperature, and 
greatly improve the reliability and service life of key parts such 
as gears and bearings.
The rear axle drive housing is strengthened and enlarged, the 
transmission gear is optimized, the gear module is increased, 
and the chassis bearing capacity is improved to effectively 
avoid the gear clash.
The forced cooling lubrication can effectively prevent 
overheating of the transmission system, ensure the normal 
lubrication of key parts such as gears and bearings, guarantee 
the service life of seals and lubricating oil, and greatly improve 
the reliability of the transmission system.

Comfortable driving & easy operation
The shuttle shift is arranged above the instrument panel for 
more convenient operation.
The clutch with hydraulic assistant is light, comfortable and 
reliable, thus effectively reduce the labor intensity; the drive 
system is designed specifically for noise reduction and 
off-gear avoidance.
The streamlined hood designed by European professionals is 
beautiful, with wide vision and excellent ventilation & heat 
dissipation.
The luxurious air-conditioned cab (with skylight) is dustproof, 
noise-reducing and heat-insulating, which is equipped with 
adjustable steering wheel and air-suspending seat, bringing 
more comfortable driving experience.
The working condition of the complete machine can be 
monitored by the intelligent Chinese display instrument at any 
time, and the data will be automatically uploaded to the cloud 
server to facilitate timely repair & maintenance of users based 
on the situation of vehicles. 

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
Gear 16F+8R is equipped for the gearbox, which can be switched to the required working speed of 
various operations.
Standard with pusher type lifting device with double oil cylinders with height limit, and electric lifter is 
optional to realize the comprehensive plowing depth adjustment of force and position.
Three sets of hydraulic output is more adaptable, which can meet the requirements of folding harrow, 
reversible plow and other operations.
The rear track is stepless adjustable to meet various agronomic requirements.

Upgraded items of the product
The diameter of butt screws has been changed from φ 12 to φ 14 to strengthen the connection 
between the gearbox and the rear axle.
The enlarged tank of 300L can support continuous operation throughout the day, improving the 
efficiency.
The opening angle of the hood is more than 45 degrees, and hood drawstring that can automatically 
shrink is added.
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RG SERIES
180HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

RG1804

5280×2230×3060

2720

6015

500

National Emission Standard III

132.6

≤237

16F+16R

Wet and disc, hydrostatic control

14.9-28/18.4-38
Optional 16.9-28/ 20.8-38 

(double-row rear wheels is optional)

Split type

40.9

Position control and floating control

3 sets

100

Class III, three-point suspension

Air - conditioned cab

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kw•h

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L × W× H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Powerful & reliable
The high-pressure common rail turbocharged engine of 
YUCAI is adopted which is powerful, economical and 
reliable.
The independently operated 14-inch heavy-duty double-acting 
clutch adopts imported friction material for high torque 
reserve and reliability;
The forced cooling lubrication can effectively prevent 
overheating of the transmission system, ensure the normal 
lubrication of key parts such as gears and bearings, 
guarantee the service life of seals and lubricating oil, and 
greatly improve the reliability of the transmission system;
The mechanical self-boosting brake is matched with 
hydraulic control and can automatically compensate wear 
and tear, which is reliable, safe and light.

Comfortable driving & easy operation
The shuttle shift is arranged above the instrument panel for 
more convenient operation;
The clutch with hydraulic assistant is light, comfortable and 
reliable, thus effectively reduce the labor intensity;
The streamlined hood designed by European professionals is 
beautiful, with wide vision and excellent ventilation & heat 
dissipation;
The four-post luxurious air-conditioned cab (with skylight) is 
dustproof, noise-reducing and heat-insulating, which is 
equipped with adjustable steering wheel and air-suspending 
seat, bringing more comfortable driving experience.
The working condition of the complete machine can be 
monitored by the intelligent Chinese display instrument at any 
time, and the data will be automatically uploaded to the cloud 
server.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
Gear 16F+8R is equipped for the gearbox, which can be 
switched to the required working speed of various operations, 
with high efficiency;
The pusher type lifter with double oil cylinder adopts Class III 
suspension, which is more convenient, can match a variety of 
composite machines and be quickly mounted;
Three sets of hydraulic output is more adaptable, which can meet 
the requirements of folding harrow, reversible plow and other 
operations.
The rear track is stepless adjustable to meet various agronomic 
requirements.

Upgraded items of the product
The enlarged tank of 300L can support continuous operation throughout the day, thus improving 
the efficiency.
The diameter of gear pump oil suction pipe is increased to 37mm, and the suction flow rate is 
reduced to 1.3m/s to protect the gear pump; pressure points are set on the hydraulic pipeline to 
facilitate hydraulic troubleshooting.
The flow rate of the return oil filter is increased to 200L/min, the pipe joint is changed to adjustable 
structure, and the installation position of return oil filter is optimized to improve the maintainability.

The double-acting clutch adopts imported friction material, 
comes standard with clutch control system with hydraulic assistant
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PL SERIES
230HP

PRODUCT FEATURE

PL2304

5718×2736×3300

3085

8500

350

Europe III

172

228

Multi-disc wet

40F+40R

Multi-disc wet brake with hydrostatic assistance

18.4R30 (front wheel) / 20.8R38 (rear wheel)

Split type

≥60

Hydraulic control

4-position electronic-hydraulic proportional multiway valve

110

Rear three-point suspension, Class III

≥74

Rear power output 540E/1000N/1000E,

Air-conditioned cab

Unit

mm

mm

kg

mm

/

kw

g/kw•h

/

/

/

/

/

KN

/

/

L/min

/

KN

r/min 

/

Type

Overall dimension (L × W× H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Hydraulic elevating force 

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Flow rate of hydraulic output

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

European and American "descent"
This model adopts international design concept, features 
comfortable driving and smart operation.
All indexes and performances meet the European technical 
standards.
Integrated the resources of the world's top parts suppliers.
With high end hydraulic components and imported sensors.

Luxury configuration of power system
High pressure common rail high-end diesel engine that meets 
European emission standards.
40F+40R interval power shift gearbox with automatic shifting 
kinetic energy in the interval.
With the world's advanced engine power management 
system, which can control a variety of operating modes (field 
operating mode, road form mode, etc.), with high torque 
reserve (33%) that can match a variety of PTO output 
agricultural implements.
The gearbox is provided with 40 km/h economic mode and 50 
km/h high-speed mode.
The gearbox has the function of power reversal, which can 
switch between forward gear and backward gear directly 
without depressing the clutch pedal.
APS automatic shift, differential lock, four-wheel drive, clutch 
switch and other functions can be automatically controlled by 
computer.
Multi-disc hydraulic brake system.

"Smart" all-electric hydraulic control system
Be provided with whole machine all-electric hydraulic control system with the function of fault self 
diagnosis.
Integrate the engine, gearbox, agricultural implements control, engine speed cruise, turnrow 
management and other functions in the armrest.
Differential lock, 4WD, clutch control and other functions are integrated into computer automatic 
control.
Automatic instrument display of all functions can be realized, with operation by touch screen and 
buttons.
The whole machine is equipped with imported LED illumination light, which can realize 
combination illumination of any lighting through program control, which is convenient for night 
operation.
The automatic PTO function enables the tractor to release and combine with the PTO clutch 
automatocally when turning on the turnrow.
Closed load sensing system and variable pump make the efficiency higher and the economy 
better.
GPS navigation and unmanned driving function are selected to facilitate the implementation of 
precision farming.
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LC SERIES
90HP

LC902S

In-line, water-cooling, four-stroke type

LR4A3Z-23

66.2

2300

Single acting

3900×1820×2450

1305

1300

2850

530 (crossbeam)

400 (pitch number 56, pitch 90mm)

Semi-divided type

Rear three-point suspension

720/1000

Unit

/

/

kW

r/min 

/

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

/

/

r/min 

Type

Structural type

Engine Model

Rated power

Calibrated speed

Cluth type

Overall dimension

Overall track length

Track gauge

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance and location

Width of crawler plate

Type of hydraulic suspension system

Type of suspension system

Standard speed of power take-off shaft

PRODUCT FEATURE
Powerful & reliable
Brand-name and high-quality four-cylinder engine is powerful and economical; wet filtering is adopted for air filter which has good filtering effect and avoids 
early wear.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
The optimal gear can be selected for different working conditions by 12 froward gears  and 12 reverse gears, so that the engine always finds a proper balance 
between the best power performance, the best fuel economy and the best working efficiency, and at the same time to achieve strong power, fuel efficiency.
Chassis with large ground clearance The minimum ground clearance is 530mm, 110mm larger than that of the ordinary crawler tractor, which prevents it from 
bottoming in the extremely deep muddy field and greatly reduces the possibility of sinking.
Enhanced gearbox Gears, bearings and output shafts are enhanced to meet the requirements of high-horsepower crawler tractors and improve the reliability of the 
complete machine.
Side gear The side gear lever is convenient to get on and off the tractor, which increases the space of the foot, makes the operation more comfortable.
Enhanced chassis The chassis is enhanced in the design, and targeted structural optimization is made for the parts that are easy to hang grass and blocked by mud, 
so as to reduce the mud blocking to the crawler, thus saving oil and increasing efficiency.
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2ZPY-13A RICE SEEDLINGS 
THROWING PLANTER

PRODUCT FEATURE

Advanced maturity

There is barely a seedling establishment period, plentiful effective tllers, 
and a maturity stage 5-8 days in prior to that of machine-transplanted 
seedlings. Thegeneral output is 10%-20% more than that of transplanted 
seedlings. 

Improved working efficiency

It can throw 13 rows each time, with a working width 2.6m~3.9m and a 
maximum working efficiency of 15 mu/h which is 1.2~1 .5 times that of 
8-row high-speedseedling transplanting machine and around 10 times that 
of manual seedling throwing.

Revenue increased and expenditure reduced

Machine-thrown rice seedling helps save the cost and increase economic efficiency. The 
machine-thrown seedlings of one mu can result in a net increase valueof RMB 150-200 
considering the rice fertilizer saved and yield increase efficiency.

Enhanced regulatory function

The machine overcomes the disorderly and uneven distribution of manually-thrown 
seedlings and remedies the non-adjustable leading of seedling transplantingmachine. The 
rice orderly seedling throwing machine enables an adjustable leading within 20cm~30cm 
and multiple levels of adjustable row spacing, thus it canrealize a relatively more rational 
basic seedling volume and planting density compared to machine-transplanted and 
manually-thrown seedlings and conform tothe technical requirements for the individual 
transplanting of corresponding rice variety.

Model
Driving type
Dimension（L×W×H）
Minimum ground clearance
Weight 
                                 Model
                                 Type
                                 Total exhaust
                                 Output/rotational speed
                                 Fuel consumption
                                 Fuel
Tank capacity
Variable speed gear number
                                Starting mode
                                Position of seedling throwing device
                               Seedling throwing and lifting mode
                               Seedling throwing square
                               Number of rows of seedling throwing
                               Row spacing
                               Planting spacing
Efficiency
                               Seedling species
                               Seedling height
                               Leaf number
Number of seedling trays

Unit
/

mm
mm
kg
/
/
L

kW/ r/min
g/kW·h

/
L
/
/
/
/
/

row
mm
mm

(ha / hour)
/

mm
/
/

   

2ZPY-13A
Four-wheel drive
3890*2160*2810

440
992

E3112-UP08/E3112-UP10
Four cylinders, in line, water cooled

1.123
15.3/2500

≤262
No.0 diesel

28
Three steps forward and three back

Electric motor start
Rear part

Hydraulic type
Free fall along seedling throwing belt

13
210～320

120、130、150、160、170、180、220、240
0.5-0.8

Potted seedling
70～240

2～4
20

   

Engine

Seedling throwing 
system

Seedling condition
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2BP-780A RICE
SEEDLINGS MACHINE PRODUCT FEATURE

Characteristics of seedling raising: 

Mechanized pot seedling can make seedling density high, reduce the occupation rate of seedling field, short seedling age, and cultivate seedlings into 
blanket shape.

Seeding advantages: 

The seeder sows evenly, the seedlings emerge orderly after sowing, the roots are developed, the stems and leaves are robust, and there are no diseases 
and impurities.

Increase revenue and reduce expenditure: 

The integrated operation allows you to invest low labor cost and save time. The machine can make seeds precise sowing and high output.

Model

Dimension（L×W×H）

Work hour productivity

Type

                                           Type

                              volume

                                 Type of seed metering device

                              Seeding rate adjustment gear number

                              Volume of seeding box

                                 Type

                              volume

Leveling method of covering soil 

Transmission type

Conveying speed

Operation procedure

Total power

Power type

Weight

Unit

mm

trays/h

/

/

L

/

set

L

/

L

/

/

m/s

/

W

/

Kg

2BP-780A 

4100×600×1200

780

Fixed

Belt scraper type

70

Radial outer grooved wheel type

Stepless regulation of motor

10

Belt scraper type

70

Rotary brush

Rotary belt conveyor

0.15m/s

Spreading, sowing, covering and watering

375

motor drive

220

Soil box Ⅱ

sow

Soil boxⅠ
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER4LZT-4.0ZD

Corn kitCorn header

PRODUCT FEATURE
High Efficiency

It is Equipped with high quality diesel engine , with strong power, large torque reserve and high operating efficiency.

HST of 45 displacement is matched with the 80 gearbox, with high gearing efficiency and fast operating speed, and the maximum speed can reach 9.5km/h.

The big radian elastic tooth is adopted, and the elastic tooth can fall below the cutter. The angle of the support of reel is optimized, with better effect of harvest lodging.

High Reliability

The high quality belt is adopted for the running and working main clutch and driving system, with higher transmission power and reliability.

The support wheel structure has been newly upgraded, with high-pressure bearing lubrication, good sealing, higher reliability; The support wheel has been widened and the contact area 
with the crawler has been increased by 16%, which greatly improved the service life of the crawler.

The hydraulic hose has been upgraded to the double wound steel wire structure, and the brand supply of high-quality is designated, with strong bearing capacity.

Grid baffle is added at the fan inlet to prevent the grain bag from being inhaled.

High Adaptability

You can choose the sharp end divider to harvest the lodging effect better; and you can choose the circular divider, which is not easy to damage the ridge.

It is equipped with the independent integrated re-threshing roller, with strong adaptability and better re-threshing effectiveness.

Model
Structure type
                                Model
                   Structure type
                   Calibration power
                   Calibration speed
Dimension（L×W×H）
Weight
Cutting table width
Feed quantity
Minimum ground clearance
Operation speed
Work hour productivity
Fuel consumption
Fuel tank capacity 
Threshing                Type
Drum                   Outer Diameter × Length
                   Pitch×section number×width
                   Gauge
Cab Type
Gearbox type 
Grain unloading mode

Unit
/
/
/

kW
r/min
mm
kg

mm
t/h
mm
km/h
hm2/h
kg/hm2

L
/

mm
/

mm
/
/
/

4LZT-4.0ZD
Crawler full feeding

Diesel engine 4C6-88/95M22
Four cylinders, in line, water cooled

65/70
2400

5105×2500×2800
3260/3475

2000 (stainless steel)
14.4

305/325
Low speed0～4.4      High speed0～7.5

0.4～0.75
≤33
140

Longitudinal
φ620×2000

90mm×53×500mm
1250

Sunshade shed (No fans)
45ml/r HST ,80 gearbox

Manual handling of grain,0.33m³ granary

Crawler

Engine 
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER4LZT-4.0ZD

Corn kitCorn header

PRODUCT FEATURE
High Efficiency

It is Equipped with high quality diesel engine , with strong power, large torque reserve and high operating efficiency.
HST of 45 displacement is matched with the 80 gearbox, with high gearing efficiency and fast operating speed, and the maximum speed can reach 9.5km/h.
The big radian elastic tooth is adopted, and the elastic tooth can fall below the cutter. The angle of the support of reel is optimized, with better effect of harvest lodging.

High Reliability

The high quality belt is adopted for the running and working main clutch and driving system, with higher transmission power and reliability.
The support wheel structure has been newly upgraded, with high-pressure bearing lubrication, good sealing, higher reliability; The support wheel has been widened and the contact area 
with the crawler has been increased by 16%, which greatly improved the service life of the crawler.
The hydraulic hose has been upgraded to the double wound steel wire structure, and the brand supply of high-quality is designated, with strong bearing capacity.
The design of the radian of the bottom plate of the header has been optimized to ensure the tangent material feeding. The tooth form rake rods have been increased for the feeding rake 
rod to make harvesting and feeding more smooth.

High Adaptability

The machine height has been reduced and the center of gravity layout has been optimized, making climbing and transition more stable and flexible for the machine. The eight beam 
structure is adopted for the chassis, without mud plugging, being better to pass the mud field.
It is equipped with the independent integrated re-threshing roller, with strong adaptability and better re-threshing effectiveness.
The chassis bolt connection adopts a circular protective cover, which does not damage the track and can adapt to most terrains.

Model
Structure type
                                Model
                   Structure type
                   Calibration power
                   Calibration speed
Dimension（L×W×H）
Weight
Cutting table width
Feed quantity
Minimum ground clearance
Operation speed
Work hour productivity
Fuel consumption
Fuel tank capacity 
Threshing                Type
Drum                   Outer Diameter × Length
                   Pitch×section number×width
                   Gauge
Type
Gearbox type 
Grain unloading mode

Unit
/
/
/

kW/ps
r/min
mm
kg

mm
t/h
mm

km/h
hm2/h

kg/hm2

L
/

mm
/

mm
/
/
/

4LZT-4.0ZD
Crawler full feeding

Diesel engine 4C6-100M22
Four cylinders, in line, water cooled

73.5/100
2400

5270×2500×2960
3450
2000
14.4
325

Low speed0～4.4 , High speed0～7.5
0.4～0.75

≤33
160

Longitudinal
φ620×2000

90mm×53×500mm
1250

With Cab
45ml/r HST ,80 gearbox

1.8m unloading,1.4 ㎥ granary

Crawler

Engine 
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTERFH88/FH100

Corn kitCorn header

PRODUCT FEATURE

Model
Structure type
                                Model
                   Structure type
                   Calibration power
                   Calibration speed
Dimension（L×W×H）
Weight
Cutting table width
Feed quantity
Minimum ground clearance
Operation speed
Work hour productivity
Unit operating quantity fuel consumption
Fuel tank capacity 
Threshing                Type
Drum                   Outer Diameter × Length
                   Pitch×section number×width
                   Gauge
Cab Type
Gearbox type 
Grain unloading mode

FH88
Crawler full feeding

Diesel engine 4C6-88
Four cylinders, in line, water cooled

65
2400

5270×2500×2960
3260
2000
14.4
305

Low speed0～4.4 , High speed0～7.5
0.4～0.75

≤33
160

Longitudinal
φ620×2000

90mm×53×500mm
1250

Sunshade with Fan (Optional Cabin)
45ml/r HST ,80 gearbox

270° Hydraulic unloading,1.4m³ granary 

FH100
Crawler full feeding

Diesel engine 100M22
Four cylinders, in line, water cooled

73.5
2400

5270×2500×2960
3340
2200
15.8
325

Low speed0～4.4,High speed0～7.5
0.4～0.75

≤33
160

Longitudinal
φ620×2000

90mm×53×500mm
1250

Sunshade with Fan (Optional Cabin)
45ml/r HST ,85gearbox

270° Hydraulic unloading,1.53m³ granary 

Crawler

Matching engine  

High Efficiency

It is equipped with a high-quality 88/ 100 hp engine, with strong power, large torque reserve and high operating efficiency.
HST of 45 displacement is matched with the 80/85 gearbox, with high gearing efficiency and fast operating speed, and the maximum speed can reach 9.5km/h.
The big radian elastic tooth is adopted, and the elastic tooth can fall below the cutter. The angle of the support of reel is optimized, with better effect of harvest lodging.

High Reliability

The Japanese poto belt is adopted for the running and working main clutch and driving system, with higher transmission power and reliability.
The international famous brand---Bridgestone can be installed as the crawler, which has strong bearing capacity and higher reliability.
The support wheel structure has been newly upgraded, with high-pressure bearing lubrication, good sealing, higher reliability; The support wheel has been widened and the contact area 
with the crawler has been increased by 16%, which greatly improved the service life of the crawler.
It is equipped with the independent integrated re-threshing roller, with strong adaptability and better re-threshing effectiveness.
The chassis is designed with a short bolt and protective case without damaging the track.

High Adaptability

High rotating unloading and multi-directional unloading can meet the needs of different regions.
The machine height has been reduced and the center of gravity layout has been optimized, making climbing and transition more stable and flexible for the machine. The eight beam 
structure is adopted for the chassis, without mud plugging, being better to pass the mud field.
It can equipp with a new cab, and the space, vision, interiors, air conditioning and other configuration have been comprehensively upgraded. It is dust-proof, noise reduction, insulation, 
being more comfortable to be operated; The layout of the control handle has been optimized, being more in line with the ergonomics.

Unit
/
/
/

kW/ps
r/min
mm
kg

mm
t/h
mm

km/h
hm2/h

kg/hm2

L
/

mm
/

mm
/
/
/
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER4LZT-7.0ZA PRODUCT FEATURE

4LZT-7.0ZA(National stage II )

Crawler full feeding

      Diesel engine 109hp

Four-cylinder,In-line,Water cooling,Turbo

80

2400

5380×2830×2930

3920

2500

18

325

Low speed1.1 Medium speed1.47 High speed2.13

0.3∽0.95

160

Spiked

Φ750×2200

 90mm×56pitch×550mm

1350

 Sunshade with Fan (Optional Cabin)

HST 45ml/r, 95 gearbox

360° Hydraulic Unloading, 1.8m³ granary

Optional 

Unit

/

/ 

/ 

kW/ps 

r/min 

mm 

kg 

mm

t/h

mm

m/s 

hm2/h

L 

/ 

mm 

/

mm 

/

/ 

/ 

/ 

Model

Structure type

                            Structure

                            Rotating speed

                            Type

                            Rated Power

Dimension (L×W×H)

Weight

Cutting Width

Feed quantity

Min Ground Clearance

Traveling Speed

Operation Productivity

Fuel Tank Capacity

                            Type

                            Outer Diameter × Length

                            Pitch×Section×Width

                            Gauge

Cab

Gear Box Type

Unloading

Dust Fan

High Efficiency
It is equipped with the turbocharged engine, with high horsepower, low fuel consumption, adequate power reserves, being easier to harvest;
It is equipped with the new speed-regulating reel, improving the effectiveness of harvesting and wheel-driving for different crops. It is not easy to be wound by 
grass, with strong harvesting and lodging ability and better rice-pulling result;
It is equipped with the widened short-distance transport box, being more convenient to transport crops;
It is equipped with the grain-unloading cylinder with spherical rotation of 360 degrees and length of 4.3 meters, improving the grain-unloading efficiency.

High Reliability
The up adjustable double-deck vibrating screen + fan + compound threshing combined device is adopted, with higher cleanness;
It is equipped with a large grain tank of 1800L, saving operation cost and improving benefits;
The materials with high strength are used for the machine auger, and the quenching heat treatment process is adopted, with higher hardness and a longer 
service life.

High Adaptability
The reinforced chassis has strong bearing capacity and better passability; The raised bottom frame makes the machine easier to pass the silt field;
It is equipped with header and conveying reverse device to reduce the clogging time under extreme conditions.

4LZT-7.0ZA(National stage III )

Crawler full feeding

QuanChai 4G2-130C31

Four-cylinder,In-line,Water cooling,Turbo

95.6/130

2400

5380×2830×2930

3920

2500

18

325

Low speed 0～4.4 , High speed 0～7.5

0.3∽0.95

160

Spiked

Φ750×2200

 90mm×56pitch×550mm

1350

 Sunshade with Fan (Optional Cabin)

HST 45ml/r, 95 gearbox

360° Hydraulic Unloading, 1.8m³ granary

Optional 

Engine

Threshing Drum

Crawler
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER4LZT-5.0QC

PRODUCT FEATURE
High Efficiency

It is equipped with a high-quality 100 hp engine, with strong power, HST of 45 displacement equipped with 80 speed-increasing gearbox (9.4km/h), high transmission efficiency and fast 
operating speed;
The length and width of the cleaning screen has been increased, with stronger cleaning capacity and high efficiency;
It as a an original patent technology of the header conveying reverse device in China, being able to quickly deal with the feeding plug fault.

High Reliability

The support wheel has been newly upgraded, with greater bearing, better pressure lubrication and reliability; The wheel body is widened, and the contact area with the crawler has been 
increased by 16%, and the service life of the crawler is longer; 
The miscellaneous auger drive increases the diameter of the lifting cylinder, strengthening the structure of the gearbox and being more reliable to be used;
The stainless steel is used for the threshing system, improving wear resistance and the service life of parts.

High Adaptability

The machine height has been reduced and the center of gravity layout has been optimized, making climbing and transition more stable and flexible for the machine. The eight beam 
structure is adopted for the chassis, without mud plugging, being better to pass the mud field;
It is equipped with a new cab, and the space, vision, interiors, air conditioning and other configuration have been comprehensively upgraded. It is dust-proof, noise reduction, insulation, 
being more comfortable to be operated; The layout of the control handle has been optimized, being more in line with the ergonomics.

Model
Structure type
                                Designation and model
                   Structure 
                   Rated power
                   Rated speed
Dimension（L×W×H）
Weight
Header width 
Feed amount 
Minimum clearance above ground 
Theoretical operating speed
Productivity per operating hour
Fuel consumption per unit area
Fuel tank capacity
Type of cutter
Type of header auger 
Threshing                Main roller(O.D.×length)
roller                   Auxiliary roller(O.D.×length)
                   Specification (pitch×links×width)
                   Track distance
Cab Type
Gearbox type 
Grain unloading mode

Unit
/
/
/

kW
r/min
mm
kg

mm
t/h
mm
km/h
hm2/h
kg/hm2

L
/
/

mm
/

mm
/
/
/

Crawler

Equipped engine  

4LZT-5.0QC
Full-feeding, Crawler Type

4C6-100M22
Four-cylinder, in-line, water-cooled,

73/73.5
2400

4880×2520×2840
3020/3160

2200
18
300

Low speed 0-4. 5, high speed 0-7. 5
0. 3-0. 7

≤32
110

Standard typeⅡ
Spiral blade + eccentric telescopic rod type (floating type)

Φ538×1290
Φ538×662

90 mm× 52 links× 500/550mm
1150

Sunshade shed /Cab
45ml/r HST ,80 gearbox

1.8m unloading,1.1 m³ granary
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER

WHEELED-TYPE 
GRAIN COMBINE HARVESTERTB80

Corn header (Optional)

Strong power, high efficiency and high reliability

Yuchai 175 horsepower high pressure common rail engine provides high torque reserves and strong power.

3+1 mechanical gearbox gives you more comfortable operation experience.

Strengthed fabricated threshing chamber recess plate gives a stronger threshing capability and thorough separation.

Comfortable and safe driving

Air-conditioned cab with ergonomics optimization design is featured with dust prevention, shock absorption, noise reduction and more comfortable driving.

Multi-functional mono-lever control, which is convenient and comfortable.

Hydraulic main clutch for more labor-saving operation.

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency

Tangential flow + horizontal axis flow threshing unit has stronger threshing ability with more thorough separation.

Rear-mounted free-swinging knife slaw cutter for good chopping effect and even scattering.

It can harvest corn, sorghum and other crops.

Upgraded items of the product

Upgraded horizontal axial flow drum provides stronger threshing capability and more thorough separation.

The vulnerable axis is improved with higher strength.

The grain bin is expanded for a longer operation time.

The beating chamber is transformed for several purposes.

PRODUCT FEATURE

Unit
mm
mm
kg
/

kw/hp
kg/hm²

/
mm
kg/s

/
mm

/
/

TB80
7840×3180×3310

280
5200

National Emission Standard III
129/175

≤35
Mechanical gearbox

2580/2750
8

Tangential flow + horizontal axis flow
Tangential flow: 500×900 / Horizontal axis flow: 550×1700

Grid type
Wind screen type

Type
Overall dimension (length × width × height)
Minimum ground clearance
Total weight
Engine emission
Engine power
Fuel consumption rate 
Type of gearbox
Swath
Feed quantity
Type of thresher device
Diameter of drum × length
Type of separation unit
Cleaning mechanisms type
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER

WHEELED-TYPE 
GRAIN COMBINE HARVESTERTE100

Corn header4m wheat Header

PRODUCT FEATURE

Strong power, high efficiency and high reliability
Yuchai 190 horsepower high pressure common rail engine provides high torque reserves and strong power;
Hydrostatic drive travel system is applied, which can operate flexibly and improve efficiency;
Reinforced wobble box and grain unloading gearbox with longer service life.

Comfortable and safe driving
Air-conditioned cab with ergonomics optimization design is featured with dust prevention, shock absorption, noise reduction and more comfortable driving;
Multi-functional mono-lever control, which is convenient and comfortable;
Hydraulic main clutch for more labor-saving operation;

Excellent performance and high operation efficiency
Single longitudinal axial flow threshing unit has stronger threshing ability with more thorough separation;
Rear-mounted free-swinging knife slaw cutter for good chopping effect and even scattering;
It can harvest corn, sorghum and other crops.

Upgraded items of the product
The upgraded single longitudinal axial flow drum provides a stronger threshing ability an more thorough separation; manual speed regulation is upgraded to hydraulic speed regulation;
The wheat header is increased to 4 m width.
The cleaning chamber is brodened with stronger cleaning ability; the recess plate is changed to detachable type for convenient maintenance;
The grain bin is broaden to 3.2m³ for a longer operation time;
The improved 4.3 m high grain unloader offers a more stable performance.

Type
Overall dimension (length × width × height)
Minimum ground clearance
Total weight
Engine emission
Engine power
Fuel consumption rate 
Type of gearbox
Swath
Feed quantity
Type of thresher device
Diameter of drum × length
Type of separation unit
Cleaning mechanisms type

Unit
mm
mm
kg
/

kw/hp
kg/hm²

/
mm
kg/s

/
mm

/
/

TE100
7600×3300×3420

330
6900

National Emission Standard III
140/190

≤35
Mechanical speed change + hydraulic stepless speed change

2750/2900/4000
10

Single longitudinal axial flow
φ620×3058
Grid type

Wind screen type
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CRAWLER-TYPE 
RICE COMBINE HARVESTER

WHEELED-TYPE CHOPPED
SUGARCANE HARVESTERAC60B PRODUCT FEATURE

AC60B
12800×6100×4880（Max）
8060×2290×4190（Min）

8800
Yuchai

In-line 6 cylinder
6.87
140
2200
200
1680
1510
0~18
265

≥1200
0~200

≤10
＞5
＞15
≤7
≤8
≥90
180

Unit

mm

kg
/
/
L

kW
r/min

L
mm
mm
km/h
mm
mm
mm
%

kg/s
t/h
%
%
%
L

Size（L×W×H）

Weight
Engine brand
Engine type
Displacement
Power
Rotation speed
Fuel capacity
Front track
Rear track
Driving speed
Ground clearance
Suitable ridge spacing
Suitable ridge height
Suitable slope
Feeding capacity
Net work hour productivity
Loss rate
Impurity rate
Sugarcane acceptability
Hydraulic oil capacity

High performance
Suitable for working on slope below 10°and field over 1.2m row spacing.

Wheel drive, driving power is 20% larger than other counterparts, fast for 
transferring cane field.

Three types of conveyor can be matched to adapt to different truck height 
and ensure uniform cane unloading.

High pressure common rail engine with strong power, low fuel consumption 
and reliable performance.

Conveying channel adopts automatic variable-diameter conveying 
technology, which can automatically adjust the harvesting height according 
to the feeding quantity to adapt to different sugarcane diameters and 
feeding volume, which prevents crushing of sugarcane and blocking of 
conveying path.

Extractor is designed as a barrel structure, in which an axial flow blower is 
installed and driven by hydraulic motor. Strong upflow is formed such that 
cane impurities can be easily cleaned.

Topper system including dividing disc and cutter disc, Topper’s drums 
gather and cut the tops efficiently, cut off top in one piece and spread out 
the tops away from the unharvesting rows, which avoids tops second time 
harvesting and decreases impurity rate.

Bidirectional spiral rollers, which are independent of each other when it is 
undulating on the left and right and making sugarcane splitting. They move 
up and down, back and forth respectively to adapt to the sugarcane with 
different lodging postures according to the actual status of sugarcane in the 
field.

Cozy operation
The hydraulic motors of sugarcane harvester can realize one-key operation through the buttons 
on CAN. 

Panel so that the operation is more accurate and comfortable. For example, base cutter feeding 
system and unloading system.

Harvester’s all transmissions are controlled by hydraulic joystick, and the forward/reverse 
operation is more comfortable.

Luxury air-conditioned cab, good cooling performance; front windshield enables good vision, 
adjustable seat used, driving is more cozy.

Reliable
The load-sensitive hydraulic system can automatically control the flow distribution to meet the 
dynamic load requirements of the whole machine.

All electrical components are selected from European and American imported brand suppliers. 
The connectors are waterproof, dustproof and anti-loose, and the wire harness quality is reliable.

Intelligent control
The system of harvester adopts software control, which can effectively 
monitor the real-time data from the sensors, achieving malfunction 
diagnosis intelligently.

Liquid indicator is placed in cab and by observing that operator can 
conveniently control basecutter height to meet different demands.

By setting the controller, harvester does not work within five minutes, the 
controller will automatically input the “idle speed” command to engine 
through the CAN bus, and the engine will enter the idle state to reduce the 
fuel consumption of the machine.

Water tank and hydraulic oil tank adopts concentrated heat radiator; Wind 
speed of radiator fan can achieve automatic adjustment according to the 
changing of the environment; radiator fan can rotate reversely to 
automatically clean debris in order to ensure normal operation of the 
engine.

The hopper is equipped with a reversing camera to facilitate the driver to 
pay attention to the receiving situation in real time.

Model

Harvester

Engine

Driving

Performance

Adaptability

Others
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WHEELED-TYPE CHOPPED
SUGARCANE HARVESTERAC60B PRODUCT FEATURE

Mode 
        

        
Engine

                

  

Adaptability

         
Performance

Others 

Size（L×W×H）

Unit AC608

mmHarvester 

Driving

High performance

Suitable for working on slope below 10°and field over 1.2m row spacing；

Wheel drive, driving power is 20% larger than other counterparts, fast for 
transferring cane field.

Three types of conveyor can be matched to adapt to different truck height 
and ensure uniform cane unloading;

High pressure common rail engine with strong power, low fuel consumption 
and reliable performance；

Conveying channel adopts automatic variable-diameter conveying 
technology, which can automatically adjust the harvesting height according 
to the feeding quantity to adapt to different sugarcane diameters and 
feeding volume, which prevents crushing of sugarcane and blocking of 
conveying path;

Extractor is designed as a barrel structure, in which an axial flow blower is 
installed and driven by hydraulic motor. Strong upflow is formed such that 
cane impurities can be easily cleaned;

Topper system including dividing disc and cutter disc, Topper’s drums 
gather and cut the tops efficiently, cut off top in one piece and spread out 
the tops away from the unharvesting rows, which avoids tops second time 
harvesting and decreases impurity rate;

Bidirectional spiral rollers, which are independent of each other when it is 
undulating on the left and right and making sugarcane splitting. They move 
up and down, back and forth respectively to adapt to the sugarcane with 
different lodging postures according to the actual status of sugarcane in the 
field.

Intelligent control

The system of harvester adopts software control, which can effectively 
monitor the real-time data from the sensors, achieving malfunction 
diagnosis intelligently;

Liquid indicator is placed in cab and by observing that operator can 
conveniently control basecutter height to meet different demands;

By setting the controller, harvester does not work within five minutes, the 
controller will automatically input the “idle speed” command to engine 
through the CAN bus, and the engine will enter the idle state to reduce the 
fuel consumption of the machine;

Water tank and hydraulic oil tank adopts concentrated heat radiator; Wind 
speed of radiator fan

can achieve automatic adjustment according to the changing of the 
environment; radiator fan can rotate reversely to automatically clean debris 
in order to ensure normal operation of the engine;

The hopper is equipped with a reversing camera to facilitate the driver to 
pay attention to the receiving situation in real time.

Weight
Engine brand
Engine type
Displacement 
Power
Rotation speed
Fuel capacity
Front track
Rear track
Driving speed
Ground clearance
 Suitable ridge spacing
Suitable ridge height
Suitable slope
Feeding capacity
Net work hour productivity
Loss rate
 Impurity rate
Sugarcane acceptability
Hydraulic oil capacity

kg
/
/
L

kW
r/min

L
mm
mm
km/h
mm
mm
mm
%

kg/s
t/h
%
%
%
L

12800×6100×4880（Max）
 8060×2290×4190（Min）

8800
Yuchai

In-line 6 cylinder
6.87
140
2200
200
1680
1510
0~18

2
≥1

0~200
≤10
＞5
＞15
≤7
≤8
≥90
180

Cozy operation

The hydraulic motors of sugarcane harvester can realize one-key operation through the buttons 
on CAN 

panel so that the operation is more accurate and comfortable. For example, base cutter feeding 
system 

and unloading system;

Harvester’s all transmissions are controlled by hydraulic joystick, and the forward/reverse 
operation is more comfortable;

Luxury air-conditioned cab, good cooling performance; front windshield enables good vision, 
adjustable seat used, driving is more cozy.

Reliable

The load-sensitive hydraulic system can automatically control the flow distribution to meet the 
dynamic load requirements of the whole machine.

All electrical components are selected from European and American imported brand suppliers. 
The connectors are waterproof, dustproof and anti-loose, and the wire harness quality is reliable.
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CRAWLER-TYPE CHOPPED
SUGARCANE HARVESTERAS60T PRODUCT FEATURE

High performance

Suitable for working on slope below 10°and field over 1.5m sugarcane planting 
row spacing；
Flexible floating crawler chassis, the left and right tracks can independently float up 
and down according to the ground conditions, and the complex fields are highly 
adaptable; low ground pressure imposed, and the protection effect of the ratoon is 
good;
Three-section bended conveyor, quick release structure that straight and bend 
type can be easily converted according to requirements to adapt to different truck 
height and ensure uniform unloading;
6 cylinder high pressure common rail Cummins engine with strong power, low fuel 
consumption and reliable performance;
Front feed roller is driven by two hydraulic motor, enhanced cane grabbing ability; 
optimized conveying roller with new teeth surface, cane feeding, leaves and trash 
removing ability is largely increased;  
Extractor is driven by one independent hydraulic motors; direction can be freely 
adjusted by 180° steplessly; enlarged extractor and optimized structure ensure 
that impurities are better blown to the ground and the effect of impurity removal is 
better;
The machine frame adopts a new generation of patented technology, increasing 
the space of sugarcane discharge, which can effectively solve the problem of 
harvesting clogging under the condition of high yield of sugarcane;
Topper system including dividing disc and cutter disc, Topper’s drums gather and 
cut the tops efficiently, cut off top in one piece and spread out the tops away from 
the unharvesting rows, which avoids tops second time harvesting and decreases 
impurity rate;
Bidirectional spiral rollers, which are independent of each other when it is 
undulating on the left and right and making sugarcane splitting. They move up and 
down, back and forth respectively to adapt to the sugarcane with different lodging 
postures according to the actual status of sugarcane in the field.

Intelligent control

The system of harvester adopts software control, which can effectively monitor the 
real-time data from the sensors, achieving malfunction diagnosis intelligently;
Newly added line-keeping system can ensue machine stay in row when 
harvesting, machine can move steadily 
Liquid indicator is placed in cab and by observing that operator can conveniently 
control basecutter height to meet different height requirements of ratoon cutting;
By setting the controller, harvester does not work within five minutes, the controller 
will automatically input the “idle speed” command to engine through the CAN bus, 
and the engine will enter the idle state to reduce the fuel consumption of the 
machine;
Water tank and hydraulic oil tank adopts concentrated heat radiator; Wind speed 
of radiator fan can achieve automatic adjustment according to the changing of the 
environment; radiator fan can rotate reversely to automatically clean debris in 
order to ensure normal operation of the engine;
The hopper is equipped with a reversing camera to facilitate the driver to pay 
attention to the receiving situation in real time;

Mode 

        

        

Engine

                

  

            

Adaptability

         

Performance

Harvester 

Driving

Others 

Size（L×W×H）

Weight

Engine brand

Engine type

Displacement 

Power

Rotation speed

Track-center distance

Track wheelbase

Driving speed

Ground clearance

Ground pressure

Suitable ridge spacing

Suitable ridge height

Suitable slope

Feeding capacity

Net work hour productivity

Loss rate

Impurity rate

Sugarcane acceptability

Diesel tank capacity

Hydraulic oil capacity

AS60T

11700×2300×4960

15140

Cummins

In-line 6 cylinder

6.7L

169kW/230hp

2050

171 × 50 × 600
(Pitch × Pitch number × Crawler Width)

1700

3400

0~10

530

35

1500

100~500

≤10

＞5

≥15

≤7

≤8

≥90

220

200

Specifications of crawler belts

Unit

mm

kg

/

/

L

kW

r/min

mm

mm

km/h

mm

Kpa

mm

mm

%

kg/s

t/h

%

%

%

L

L

mm

Cozy operation

The hydraulic motors of sugarcane harvester can realize one-key operation through the buttons 
on CAN panel so that the operation is more accurate and comfortable. For example, basecutter 
feeding system and unloading system;

Harvester’s all transmissions are controlled by hydraulic joystick, and the forward/reverse 
operation is more comfortable;

Luxury air-conditioned cab, good cooling performance; front windshield enables good vision, 
adjustable seat used, driving is cozier.

Reliable

The hydraulic system configuration of the whole machine is newly upgraded and the power 
distribution is optimized. With dual 75cc large displacement traveling plunger pumps, the traveling 
capacity is increased by 50% compared with the previous model, the maximum traveling speed 
can reach 10km/h, the conveying capacity is increased by 30%, and the harvesting efficiency 
higher;

Heightened air filter, position is optimized, which is built into the integrated raditor, and the 
normally closed muffler has strong moisture resistance function to ensure that the harvesting 
performance in the rainy season is not affected.
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BALER9YF-2200 PRODUCT FEATURE

Suitable for baling operation of wheat, corn and other crops straw, as well as hay; A perfect tool enabling scaled straw off-field operation, with fast operation speed, clean collection, tidy 
bale, high compactness and no bale breaking;

Intermediate herringbone enhanced traction frame enabling UDLR three-stage 360° all-terrain traction operation;

Enlarged feed chamber, with multi mechanism adjusting straw bale compactness;

The low flat spring tooth floating type wide cut pickup applies to different terrain operation;

Heavy D type knot-tying device from Lasbury (Germany) features with high baling rates (≥98%);

The high strength manganese steel frame has high strength, good reliability and better adaptability;

The compression system is equipped with special high-end bearing and blade, with good reliability and excellent performance;

Three-stage sealing and dustproof high-end bearing with good reliability and longer service life is adopted at key parts of the machine;

Mesh type rack dust extraction baseplate.

Unit

mm

kg

mm

mm

time/min 

mm

/

mm

/

/

/

/

/

kW/hp

r/min

9YF-2200

4800×2870×1750

1740

460×360

350~1200

100

2200

3 bars and 48 teeth (double D-type spring tooth)

66

4-fork feeding mechanism

Shear bolt

6 rolls

Plastic rope / Nylon rope

Shear bolt

50~70kw/ (65~100hp)

540

Type

Overall dimensions (Length × width × height)

Total weight

Bale section (width × height)

Bale length

Piston frequency

Pickup width

Spring toothed bar and quantity of spring tooth

Space between spring tooth

Feeder rake

Overload protection

Cording box capacity

Cord type

Knot-tying mechanism protection

Matched power

Drive shaft speed
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BALER9YF-2200S PRODUCT FEATURE

Intermediate stepped-drive enforced drive traction frame and 75° wide angle drive shaft;

Floating type crushing pickup (hammer claw type or induced draft flail knife type is for your option);

Enlarged feed chamber, with multi mechanism adjusting straw bale compactness;

The low flat spring tooth floating type wide cut pickup applies to different terrain operation;

Heavy D type knot-tying device from Lasbury (Germany) features with high baling rates (≥98%);

The high strength manganese steel frame has high strength, good reliability and better adaptability;

The compression system is equipped with special high-end bearing and blade, with good reliability and excellent performance;

Three-stage sealing and dustproof high-end bearing with good reliability and longer service life is adopted at key parts of the machine;

Mesh type rack dust extraction baseplate.

Type

Overall dimensions (Length × width × height)

Total weight

Bale section (width × height)

Bale length

Piston frequency

Pickup width

Number of cutter shaft

Number of hammer claw / flail knife

Cutter shaft speed

Feeder rake

Overload protection

Cording box capacity

Cord type

Knot-tying mechanism protection

Matched power

Drive shaft speed

Unit

mm

kg

mm

mm

time/min

mm

/

/

rpm

/

/

/

/

/

kW/hp

r/min

9YF-2200S

5710×2670×1750

2850

460×360

350~1200

100

2200

2 double-screw cutter shaft

22 hammer claws/ 63, 84 flail knives

2250

4-fork feeding mechanism

Shear bolt

6 rolls

Plastic rope / Nylon rope

Shear bolt

60~70kw/ (80~95hp)

540
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BALER9YF-220SS PRODUCT FEATURE
It has good adaptability on hard straws used as feed material, such as, corn straw. Favorable cutting and kneading capability: the bale is soft and non-sticky, with fine dust removal and 
roguing effect, so it can be used as fodder directly; it can meet the needs of large-scale continuous operation. The straw bale is compact and free from bale breaking;

Double-axis kneading: favorable kneading effect and adaptability;

Double-axis four-screw linear arranged hammer claw and kneading knife, with cleaner pick-up and fine kneading;

Intermediate flat-head enhanced traction frame: wide angle drive shaft, small turning radius and flexibly operation; adjustable position and favorable terrain adaptability;

Enlarged feed chamber, with multi mechanism adjusting straw bale compactness;

The low flat spring tooth floating type wide cut pickup applies to different terrain operation;

Heavy D type knot-tying device from Lasbury (Germany) features with high baling rates (≥98%);

The high strength manganese steel frame has high strength, good reliability and better adaptability;

The compression system is equipped with special high-end bearing and blade, with good reliability and excellent performance;

Three-stage sealing and dustproof high-end bearing with good reliability and longer service life is adopted at key parts of the machine;

Mesh type rack dust extraction baseplate.

Type

Overall dimensions (Length × width × height)

Total weight

Bale section (width × height)

Bale length

Piston frequency

Pickup width

Number of claws of pickup hammer

Spacing between hammer claws 

Number of rotary blades

Space between rotary blades

Cutter shaft speed

Feeder rake

Overload protection

Cording box capacity

Knot-tying mechanism protection

Cord type

Matched power

Drive shaft speed

Unit

mm

kg 

mm 

mm

time/min

mm

/

mm

/

mm

rpm

/

/

/

/

/

kW/hp

r/min

9YF-220SS

6390×2800×1750

4150

460×360

350~1200

100

2220

4, 30 pcs.

204/544

4, 66 pcs./ rubbing blade, 132 flail knife

130

2812

4-fork feeding mechanism

Shear bolt

6 rolls

Shear bolt

Plastic rope / Nylon rope

≧90kw (≧120 hp)

720
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BALER9YY-2200 PRODUCT FEATURE
Selling points of product:

A wide pickup unit enabling precise picking height control

Features: It is equipped with a 2.2 m floating pick-up device and enables 
precise height control through hydraulic control.

Advantages: Wide pick-up unit design and better efficiency. The precise 
height control device has excellent copying effect, which can meet the 
operation requirement of complex terrain.

Benefits: Better harvesting efficiency and adaptability.

The round bales has large diameter and high compactness

Features: The round baling chamber is configured with 18 heavy-duty rollers, 
forming a round bale with a diameter of 1.25 m and a width of 1.23 m. The 
baler is also equipped with advanced pressure sensing device, which 
ensures the compactness and precision of the round bale.

Advantages: The large-diameter compact round bales has more sufficient 
fermentation, small space occupation and tightness.

Benefits: It saves storage and transport costs, thus increases revenue.

Sensitive clogging removal device

Features: In case of clogging, the hydraulic cylinder can be used to control 
the opening of the feeding port to remove the clogging.

Advantages: It can detect clogging automatically and can control it timely and 
quickly, and effectively reduce clogging rate.

Benefits: It can reduce the clogging rate and improve the operation efficiency.

Reliability

Robust and high strengthed round baling chamber

Features: Hight-strength plates are adopted as side plate of the chamber. 
The chamber structure is optimized, with powerful carrying capacity and few 
deformation.

Advantages: It has high-strength chamber, which can meet the requirements 
of high intensity operation.

Benefits: Stable, reliable and few deformation

Enhanced gearbox

Features: Enhanced gearbox is adopted, with carrying capacity 30% larger 
than the traditional gearbox.

Advantages: The enhanced gearbox can meet driving demand of high 
intensity operation.

Benefits: Large transmission torque and high reliability.

Bearing and lubrication

Features: High-end bearings are used in key parts, and heavy bearings are used on both sides of 
the roller; automatic centralized lubrication system is equipped for the machine.

Advantages: The heavy bearing has large capacity to meet heavy load operation requirements; 
the automatic centralized lubrication system enables to provide lubrication protection for all the 
bearings and greatly improves service life of the bearings.

Benefits: It has long service life, convenient use and maintenance.

Other advantages:

Instrument monitoring

User can know the operation conditions and control the machine via the LED display in the cab.

Portable expansion mesh system

A spare mesh roll which is easy to install and stored in the baling platform.

Low temperature resistance

Excellent low temperature resistance: the machine can operate under the environment of minus 
40°C.

Heavy PTO shaft

Heavy profile pipe fittings are adopted for the PTO shaft, with large transmission torque and high 
reliability.

Type

Number of rotary blades

Number of stationary knife

Width of pickup

Speed of pickup cutter shaft

Diameter of bale

Overall dimension (length × width × height)

Weight of complete machine

Matched power

PTO output of the tractor

Length × width × height

Rows of pickup

Number of cutters

9YY-2200

34

17

2200

284

1200-1300

6110×2670×1750

3.7

110-150

540-560

4050×2550×2450

5

15

Unit

Pcs.

Pcs. 

mm

rpm

mm

mm

t

ps

rpm

mm

Row 

Piece 
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9YZ-1900FA
BALER9YZ-2200FA

High efficiency

Equipped with 60 kW quality motor and HST + 60A mechanical gearbox, 
the 1.9/2.2 m pickup unit has stronger powerful and better operation 
efficiency;

Double down-beater straw conveying structure is designed for wet straws, 
which can efficiently avoid straw clogging at the conveying part and greatly 
improve operation efficiency;

37cc/r large displacement HST and short machine length facilitate control, 
flexible steering and faster operation speed;

66 kW Yuchai motor is optional;

Manipulator is optional, which can save labor and improve efficiency.

High reliability

Double beam structure made of high strength manganese steel is adopted 
for the chassis, with higher bearing capability;

High-end knot-tying device from Germany is adopted. The bale frame, 
piston parts and other key parts are made by ourselves, which efficiently 
ensure the high reliability of the machine.

PRODUCT FEATURE

Unit

mm

/

/

Pcs.

mm

t/min

mm

kW

mm

㎥
mm

Mu / hour

Mu / hour

kg/㎥
kg/㎥

9YZ-1900/2200FA

1900/2200

Crawler self-propelled

Type D

2

480×360

100

5150×2500×2830

60/66

350～1200

3.5

450×90×51 section /400×90×51 section

8～12

5～8

≥100

≥130

High adaptability

258 mm ground clearance and standard 450 / 400 mm wide crawler effectively reduce the ground 
pressure and brings strong paddy field passing capability;

The front-mounted pickup unit can avoid the crawler crushing, meet the operation needs of 
different pickup width; thoroughly pickup;

The 3.59/3.56m³ large mower rake can effectively reduce the intensity of the field pickup, so it is 
more suitable for paddy field operation;

To improve the adaptability of the pickup system, rubber belt is added to the spacing chassis at 
both sides of the pickup unit and both sides of the drum to reduce clogging rates.

Upgraded items of the product

Upgraded front and rear feeding drum material and enlarged shaft diameter; cast self-aligning 
bearing seat is adopted for auxiliary support to resolve shaft bending and breaking failure.

In case of dry straw and large feeding operation, straw pressing device can be mounted to 
improve operation efficiency.

Optimized chassis structure: high strength manganese steel double beam is adopted at key parts 
to avoid cracking and deformation failure.

Optimized pickup structure and pickup platform baseplate radian: smoother straw conveying.

Feeding auger is upgraded to double belt drive: the driving power is increased by 30% and 
feeding clogging is resolved.

Type

Pickup width

Structural type

Type of knot-tying device

Number of knot-tying device

Compression chamber sectional dimension (width × height)

Reciprocating times of baling pistion

Overall dimensions in operating state (L × W× H)

Matched power

Bale length

Capacity of mower rake

Crawler size

                                            Wheat

                                            Rice

                                            Wheat (moisture content ≤20%)

                                            Rice (water content ≤30%)

Operation efficiency

Bale compactness
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Wheat Rice Corn Sorghum Barley

LOW-TEMPERATURE CROSS-FLOW
CIRCULATION GRAIN DRYERDC150 High drying efficiency

Advanced thin-layer cross-flow drying process, making air flow penetrable more easily.

Unique design of air intaking system, ensuing uniform heating of grain without dead angle and 
excellent grain quality.

High-efficiency and low-noise humidity elimination with large blast capacity and high drying 
efficiency;

Applicable to dry various cereals.

Environmentally friendly and high-efficiency heat source

Capable of matching with environmentally friendly heat sources such as biomass particles, rice 
hull oven.

Fuel gas furnace is equipped with imported burner, which is efficient and reliable with safety being 
guaranteed.

Professional rice husk furnace adopts high-tech suspended combustion technology, which can 
realize complete combustion without black smoke, with whole process under intelligent control.

Low breakage rate

Dedicated winnowing pan for drying.

Low-speed delivery device, reducing breakage rate of rice.

Optimized lifting system, patented design, reducing breakage effectively.

Intelligentialized

Intelligent control of electric control cabinet, on-line monitoring of drying 
process, timely alarm of fault and remote control.

Real-time monitoring of moisture, automatic shutdown when reaching 
target moisture.

Imported on-line moisture meter with high accuracy and precise water 
measurement.

PRODUCT FEATURE

3577×2973×9315

2840

Batch Type

Circulating Dryer

    

9.44

2500-10000

3035-12100

3577×2973×10405

3040

Batch Type

Circulating Dryer

 

9.44

2500-12500

3035-15200

3577×2973×11495

3240

Batch Type

Circulating Dryer

9.44

2500-15000

3035-18200

Model Unit DC100 DC125 DC150

Machine Overall dimension(L*W*H)

Weight

Power supply

Total power

Rice

Wheat

Feeding time needed 

（Rice/Wheat）
Discharging time needed
（Rice/Wheat）

Hot air temperature

Drying ability

Hourly drying rate

mm

kg

V/Hz

kW

kg

kg

°C

t*%/h

%/h

Three-phase：220V/60HZ   380V/50HZ

30-120

Rice≥6 / Wheat≥7

0.5-1.2

alarm (fault and temperature), automatic shutdown, temperature 

controlling device, electrical overload protection, power leakage 

protection device 

Dryer type /

/

min

min

40-50/35-45

50-60/45-55

50-60/40-50

60-70/55-65

55—65/ 50—60

70-80/ 65-75

Machine

Capacity

Performance

Safety device 
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Wheat Rice Corn Sorghum Barley

LOW-TEMPERATURE CROSS-FLOW
CIRCULATION GRAIN DRYERDC300 PRODUCT FEATURE

High drying efficiency

Longitudinal 8-groove thin drying layer with large airflow and drying & tempering process, 
reducing moisture content of 30% to 13.5% for each batch.

Unique design of air intaking system, ensuing uniform heating of grain without dead angle and 
excellent grain quality.

High-efficiency and low-noise humidity elimination with large blast capacity and high drying 
efficiency;

Applicable to dry various cereals.

Environmentally friendly and high-efficiency heat source

Capable of matching with environmentally friendly heat sources such as biomass particles, rice 
hull oven.

Fuel gas furnace is equipped with imported burner, which is efficient and reliable with safety being 
guaranteed.

Professional rice husk furnace adopts high-tech suspended combustion technology, which can 
realize complete combustion without black smoke, with whole process under intelligent control.

Professional rice husk furnace adopts high-tech suspended combustion technology, which can 
realize complete combustion without black smoke, with whole process under intelligent control..

Low breakage rate

Dedicated winnowing pan for drying.

Low-speed delivery device, reducing breakage rate of rice.

Optimized lifting system, patented design, reducing breakage effectively.

Intelligentialized

Intelligent control of electric control cabinet, on-line monitoring of 
drying process, timely alarm of fault and remote control.

High automation, automatic temperature adjustment device is used 
to achieve automatic adjustment of hot air temperature and air flow, 
which can effectively reduce the consumption of thermal energy, 
ensuring the quality of dried grain.

Real-time monitoring of moisture, automatic shutdown when 
reaching target moisture.

Imported on-line moisture meter with high accuracy and precise 
water measurement.

Model Unit DC300

/

Machine

Capacity

Performance

Safety device 

4844×3967×12380

Batch Type Circulating Dryer

Three-phase：220V/60HZ  380V/50HZ

16.57

7500-30000

9100-36500

50-60/45-55

55-65/50-60

30-120

0.6-1.2

Overall dimension(L*W*H) 

Dryer type

Power supply

Total power

Rice

Wheat

Feeding time needed 

Discharging time needed

Hot air temperature

Hourly drying rate

mm

/

V/Hz

kW

kg

kg

min

min

°C

%/h

alarm (fault and temperature), automatic shutdown, 
temperature controlling device, electrical overload 

protection, power leakage protection device
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